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1 Introduction 

About This Chapter 

This topic describes the positioning and features of the U1900 series unified gateways. 

1.1  Product Positioning 

The U1900 series unified gateways are switches used in Huawei unified 
communications solutions. The U1900 series unified gateways provide professional 
Voice over IP (VoIP) services that meet communication requirements of various 
enterprises. 

1.2  Highlights 

The unified gateways provide rich services and ports — easy to deploy and maintain. 

1.1 Product Positioning 

The U1900 series unified gateways are switches used in Huawei unified communications 
solutions. The U1900 series unified gateways provide professional VoIP services that meet 
communication requirements of various enterprises. 

Table 1-1 shows the models and application scenarios of the U1900 series unified gateways 
(unified gateway for short). 

Table 1-1 Models and application scenarios of the unified gateway 

Model Application Scenario 

U1911 (U1911 for short) Works as a voice PBX in SMEs or as a local access 
gateway in small and medium-sized branches, providing 
services for less than 100 users. 

U1960 (U1960 for short) Works as a voice PBX in midsize enterprises or as a local 
access gateway in midsize branches, providing services 
for 300–1,000 users.
NOTE 

The U1960-S has the same hardware and specifications as 
the U1960. The following descriptions apply to these two 
models, unless otherwise specified.
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Model Application Scenario 

U1980 (U1980 for short) Works as a voice PBX in large-sized enterprises or as a 
local access gateway in large-sized branches, 
providing services for 1,000–10,000 users.

U1981 (U1981 for short) Works as a voice PBX in large-sized enterprises or as a 
local access gateway in large-sized branches, providing 
services for 1,000–20,000 users.
Compared with the U1980 of the same capacity, the 
U1981 provides a SD card for storing voicemail data. It 
occupies less space (only 2U high), and supports BRI
trunks. 

The unified gateway uses a highly integrated Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) softswitch 
as the core and supports both narrowband and broadband services, helping effectively to 
improve communication efficiency and reducing Operating Expenses (OPEX).

The unified gateway can connect to analog phones and IP phones at the same time: 

 Connect to local analog phones directly. (U1980 cannot directly connect to local analog
phones.)

 Use IP transport networks to connect to analog phones through IADs.
 Use IP transport networks to connect to IP phones.

The unified gateway can connect to Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs) or 
dedicated network voice switches through digital, analog, and broadband Session  
Initiation Protocol (SIP) trunks.

1.2 Highlights 

The unified gateway provides rich services and ports. It is easy to deploy and maintain. 

Rich Services and Ports 

 Provides high-quality, built-in voice conference resources and web conference
management portal for easy use and management.

 Provides built-in voice mailboxes to implement the voicemail function and prevent call
loss. Only the U1911, U1960, and U1981 support this service.

 Supports diverse supplementary services (including One Number Link You (ONLY),
emergency call, secretary station, and call barring) to meet different service requirements.

 Supports PRA, SS7, R2, QSIG, AT0, SIP, and Basic Rate Interface (BRI) trunks, and
integrates narrowband and broadband services. Only the U1911, U1960, and U1981
support BRI signaling. U1980 does not support AT0 trunking.
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High Reliability and Low Costs 

 A telecom-grade software and hardware platform is used, and the built-in VxWorks
operating system is deployed.

 The U1911 and U1960 provide 99.995% system reliability, while the U1980 and U1981
provide 99.999% system reliability.

 The U1960 and U1981 support power supply with 1+1 redundancy backup, while the
U1980 supports power supply with 2+1 redundancy backup.

 The U1980 and U1981 support active and standby control boards. Services that are
interrupted due to network cable faults on the active control board can be restored on the
standby control board within 6s. If services are interrupted due to other faults, 1s is
required for service restoration. The ongoing voice calls are not affected during an
active/standby switchover of the control boards.

 The unified gateway supports two-node cluster in active/standby mode. The ongoing
voice calls are not affected during an active/standby switchover of the two-node.

 It reduces the enterprise Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs as the IP PBX.
 It supports local regeneration when functioning as the branch’s access gateway in the

centralized call management network scenario.
 It can be expanded and upgraded to UC applications, protecting customers’ investments.

Easy Deployment and Maintenance 

 Supports various networking modes, including the single-node network and centralized
call management network, allowing for flexible deployment

 Supports unified network management, meeting requirements for centralized O&M and
highly efficient management

 Provides a built-in web management system for quick deployment and routine
configuration

 Provides a built-in web self-service system for conference scheduling and personal
service management

 Provides the Local Maintenance Terminal (LMT) for routine maintenance
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2 Application Scenario 

About This Chapter 

The unified gateway is applicable to the following application scenarios. 

2.1  Single-Node Network 

A single-node network is suitable for an enterprise with no more than 20,000 users that does 
not have branches, or has branches that do not require local regeneration. In such a network, 
the unified gateway and a variety of service servers are all deployed at the enterprise’s 
equipment room, and all terminal users register with the unified gateway. If the enterprise has 
small-sized branches, Integrated Access Devices (IADs) can be deployed at branches and 
function as proxies for user registration to the unified gateway, or IP phones can be deployed 
at branches and register with the unified gateway. 

2.2  Centralized Call Management Network 

A centralized call management network can be used for an enterprise with no more than 
20,000 users that has branches that require local regeneration. In such a network, the unified 
gateway functioning as the central node and a variety of service servers are all deployed at an 
enterprise’s equipment room, and all terminal users register with the central node in normal 
conditions. Unified gateways functioning as branch nodes are deployed at the branches for 
local outgoing calls and local regeneration. 

2.3  Distributed Call Management Network (Peer-to-Peer Mode) 

A distributed call management network in peer-to-peer mode can be used for enterprises with 
10,000 to 30,000 users. In such a network, two or three nodes each deploy a unified gateway, 
which provides call services for the corresponding node. Different nodes are connected using 
SIP trunks, through which inter-node calls are routed. 

2.4  Distributed Call Management Network (Convergent Mode) 

Enterprises with more than 30,000 users can use a distributed call management network 
where four or more unified gateways are convergent. 

2.1 Single-Node Network 

A single-node network is suitable for an enterprise with no more than 20,000 users that does 
not have branches, or has branches that do not require local regeneration. In such a network, 
the unified gateway and a variety of service servers are all deployed at the enterprise’s

eWX603273
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equipment room, and all terminal users register with the unified gateway. If the enterprise has 
small-sized branches, IADs can be deployed at branches and function as proxies for user 
registration to the unified gateway, or IP phones can be deployed at branches and register with 
the unified gateway. 

Network Scheme 

Figure 2-1 shows a typical single-node network scheme. 

Figure 2-1 Single-node network 

Networking Description 

 Analog phones and fax machines connect to the unified gateway through analog phone
cables. IP phones and SoftPhones connect to the unified gateway through the IP network.

 The unified gateway connects to the PSTN through the trunk.
 The unified gateway provides voice mailbox and voice conference services for enterprise

users.

Only the U1911/U1960/U1981 supports the built-in voice mailbox function. 
 By default, the unified gateway functions as an IP PBX and can provide basic and

supplementary voice services for enterprise users. The unified gateway can also function
as an access gateway and register with the IMS network through a SIP trunk, allowing
enterprise users to use services provided by the IMS network.

It is recommended that you deploy firewalls at the network entry and exit, as well as at the user access
point of the enterprise, and make access control policies according to the communication matrix.
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2.2 Centralized Call Management Network 

A centralized call management network can be used for an enterprise with no more than 
20,000 users and branches that require local regeneration. In such a network, the unified
gateway functions as the central node. A variety of service servers are all deployed at an
enterprise’s equipment room, and all terminal users register with the central node in normal
conditions. Unified gateways functioning as branch nodes are deployed at the branches for 
local outgoing calls and local regeneration. 

Network Scheme 

Figure 2-2 illustrates a typical centralized call management network. 

Figure 2-2 Centralized call management network 
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Networking Description 

The network is described as follows: 

 The unified gateway in the HQ is called the central node, which can be
U1911, U1960, U1980, or U1981. The central node can be deployed either in active or
standby mode.

 The unified gateway in a branch is called a local node, which can be
U1911, U1960, U1980, or U1981.

 The central node and local nodes connect to the PSTN through digital or analog trunks.
 The central and local nodes are connected through SIP trunks and use the heartbeat

mechanism to monitor the running status of the peer devices.
 When the central node and local nodes are connected properly:

− Users and services are configured and controlled in a unified manner on the central
node.

− IP phones on local nodes are directly registered with the central node.
− Analog phones on local nodes are registered with the central node through local

node proxies.
− Local nodes synchronize SIP user data from the central node in real time.

 When the central node is faulty or disconnected from local nodes:
− The basic call function remains available for analog users on local nodes.
− When detecting that the central node is faulty or disconnected, IP phones on a local

node automatically set the local node as the SIP server. The basic call function
remains available for SIP users on the local node.

 It is recommended that you deploy firewalls at the network entry and exit, as well as at
the user access point of the enterprise, and establish access control policies according to
the communication matrix.

Disaster Recovery Mechanism 

The disaster recovery mechanism is described as follows: 

 Two central nodes are deployed in two places, and each central node has one unified
gateway deployed. The two unified gateways work in active/standby mode, known
separately as active node or standby node. The active and standby nodes are connected
using the TCP protocol. They also use a heartbeat mechanism to constantly check each
other’s status. The service servers are deployed at the central node, where the active
unified gateway resides.

 When the active and standby nodes are running correctly, all users register with the active
node. The active node processes all user requests and synchronizes data to the standby
node in real time. At least 1 Mbit/s bandwidth must be reserved for data synchronization,
and the Round Trip Time (RTT) must be shorter than 80 ms.

 When the active node fails, the standby node takes over all services from the active node
and processes all user requests.

 A trunk gateway can be deployed for connecting to the PSTN. If the trunk gateway is not
deployed, the active and standby nodes both connect to the PSTN. When the active and
standby nodes are running correctly, the active node routes calls to the PSTN through
trunks. When the active node is faulty, the standby node routes calls to the PSTN through
trunks.

eWX603273
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Service Recovery Mechanism 

After switching from the active node to the standby node due to an active node failure, the 
standby node processes all services. After detecting that the active node has recovered, the
standby node automatically switches services to the active node. 

When the standby node takes over the services, data is not synchronized to the active node. After 
services are switched back to the active node, the active node synchronizes data to the standby node, 
and the data on the standby node will be overwritten. 

Impact on Services 

The switching lasts about 2 minutes. During the switching, new calls cannot be initiated. 
Services are interrupted for no more than 4 to 5 minutes, depending on the terminals’
registration update interval. Services are still available if the service servers are 
functional, and the service servers interact with the standby node. 

The switching has the following impacts: 

 New services cannot be started for ongoing calls (for example, call hold).
 Ongoing voice conferences are interrupted.
 Conferences scheduled on the active node become invalid.
 CDRs cannot be generated for ongoing calls or conferences.
 Ongoing message services are interrupted.
 Queues in the console system become invalid.
 The SoftConsole disconnects from the console server.

On the active node of the unified gateway, built-in VMS voice file, recording file, custom 
voice file, CDR file, and unified gateway voice and language settings do not support 
synchronization to the standby node. The built-in VMS voice settings can be 
synchronized to the standby node.  

2.3 Distributed Call Management Network (Peer-to-Peer 
Mode) 

A distributed call management network in peer-to-peer mode can be used for enterprises 
with 10,000 to 30,000 users. In such a network, two or three nodes each deploy a unified 
gateway, which provides call services for the corresponding node. Different nodes are 
connected using SIP trunks, through which inter-node calls are routed. 

Network Scheme 

Figure 2-3 illustrates a typical distributed call management network in peer-to-peer 
mode. This network applies only to the U1911, U1960, U1980, and U1981.
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Figure 2-3 Distributed call management network (peer-to-peer mode) 

Networking Description 

 Each node has a unified gateway deployed. The unified gateway at a node is a voice
gateway, which is responsible for user registration, intra-office users, and local PSTN
calls at that node. Different nodes are connected using SIP trunks, through which inter-
node calls are routed.

 IP phones, SoftConsole users (SIP users), UC soft terminal users (SIP users), and IADs
(on behalf of analog phones and fax machines) at a node register with the unified
gateway at the node.

 The unified gateways at different nodes can connect to the PSTN using trunks, such as
PRA, SS7, QSIG, R2, BRI, and AT0, for local outgoing calls.

U1980 does not support BRI and AT0 trunks.
 The BMU, eSight, and other related service servers are deployed at the headquarters for

centrally processing services.
 Service servers, such as the UMS (for the unified messaging service), CDRServer (for

the CDR service), ConsoleServer (for the console service), and Audio Recorder (for the
recording service), can be deployed based on service requirements.
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2.4 Distributed Call Management Network (Convergent 
Mode) 

Enterprises with more than 30,000 users can use a distributed call management network 
where four or more unified gateways are convergent. 

Network Scheme 

Figure 2-4 illustrates a typical distributed call management network in convergent mode. 
This network applies only to the U1911, U1960, U1980, and U1981.

Figure 2-4 Distributed call management network (convergent mode) 

Networking Description 
 Each node has a unified gateway deployed. The unified gateway at a node is a voice

gateway, which is responsible for user registration, intra-office users, and local PSTN
calls at that node.

 IP phones, SoftConsole users (SIP users), UC soft terminal users (SIP users), and IADs
(on behalf of analog phones and fax machines) at a node register with the voice gateway
at the node.
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 The voice gateways at different nodes can connect to the PSTN using trunks, such

as PRA, SS7, QSIG, R2, BRI, and AT0, for local outgoing calls.

U1980 does not support BRI and AT0 trunks.

 The convergence gateways route inter-node calls. Different convergence gateways are
connected using SIP trunks, and each convergence gateway connects to different voice
gateways, also using SIP trunks. A convergence gateway can be U1980 or U1981.

 Multiple convergence gateways can be deployed in active-standby or load balancing
mode.

 The BMU, eSight, and other related service servers are deployed at the headquarters for
centrally processing services.

 Service servers, such as the Unified Messaging Service (UMS), CDRServer (for the
CDR service), ConsoleServer (for the console service), and Audio Recorder (for the
recording service), can be deployed based on service requirements.

eWX603273
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3 U1911/U1960/U1981 Product Architecture 

About This Chapter 

This topic describes the hardware structure of the U1911, and U1960, and U1981.

3.1 U1911 Shelf 

A U1911 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1911 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

3.2 U1960 Shelf 

A U1960 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1960 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

3.3 U1981 Shelf 

A U1981 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1981 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

3.4 Board 

The U1911/U1960/U1981 has main control boards (SCU), MTU boards, ASI boards, 
OSU boards, and BTU boards.

3.5 Power Supply 

The U1911/U1960/U1981 supports AC or DC power supply. For U1960/U1981, when two 
power modules are configured, current equalization and power backup are supported. 

3.6 Fan Tray Assembly 

The fan tray assembly ensures heat dissipation for the U1911/U1960/U1981. 

3.7 Cables 

The U1911/U1960/U1981 uses digital trunk cables, high-density user cables, and DC power 
cables. 

3.1 U1911 Shelf 

A U1911 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1911 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 
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Appearance 

The U1911 adopts the standard 1U (44.45 mm) shelf with dimensions (H x W x D) of 44 mm
x 442 mm x 310 mm. The shelf can be installed in a 19-inch cabinet that meets the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard. Figure 3-1 shows the U1911 front 
panel. 

Figure 3-1 Front panel 

Slots 

Slots are located on the front panel of the shelf. The U1911 provides one main control 
board slot, three interface board slots, one power supply socket, and one fan tray assembly 
slot, as shown in Figure 3-2. 

 Slots 0 to 2 are service board slots, which are used to install the MTU, ASI, OSU, or
BTU boards.

 Slot 3 is the main control board slot, which is used to install the SCU board.

Figure 3-2 Slot distribution 

 The number of U1911 interface boards is determined by the system capacity. Filler panels must be
inserted into blank slots.

 To ensure that basic services are functioning properly, at least one SCU board and one MTU board
must be configured for the U1911.
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3.2 U1960 Shelf 

Appearance 

A U1960 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1960 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

The U1960 adopts the standard 2U (88.9 mm) shelf. The dimensions (H x W x D) of the shelf 
are 86.1 mm x 442 mm x 310 mm. The shelf can be installed in a 19-inch cabinet that meets
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard. Figure 3-3 shows the U1960 
front panel. 

Figure 3-3 Front panel 

Slots 

Slots are located on the front panel of the shelf. The U1960 provides one main control board 
slot, seven interface board slots, two power supply sockets, and one fan tray assembly slot, as 
shown in Figure 3-4. 

 Slots 0 to 6 are service board slots, which are used to install the MTU, ASI, OSU, or
BTU boards.

 Slot 7 is the main control board slot, which is used to install the SCU board.

Figure 3-4 Slot distribution 
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 The number of U1960 interface boards is determined by the system capacity. Filler panels must be
inserted into blank slots.

 To ensure that basic services are functioning properly, at least one SCU board and one MTU board
must be configured for the U1960.

3.3 U1981 Shelf 

Appearance 

A U1981 shelf provides a space for placing and connecting U1981 internal components. It
also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

The U1981 adopts the standard 2U (88.9 mm) shelf. The dimensions (H x W x D) of the shelf 
are 86.1 mm x 442 mm x 310 mm. The shelf can be installed in a 19-inch cabinet that meets
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard. Figure 3-5 shows the U1981 
front panel. 

Figure 3-5 Front panel 

Slots 

Slots are located on the front panel of the shelf. The U1981 provides two main control 
board slots, six interface board slots, two power supply sockets, and one fan tray assembly
slot, as shown in Figure 3-6. 

 Slots 0 to 2 and 4 to 6 are service board slots, which are used to install the MTU, ASI,
OSU or BTU boards.

 Slots 3 and 7 are the main control board slots, which are used to install the SCU board.
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Figure 3-6 Slot distribution 

 When only one SCU board is installed, the system runs in single-node control mode. When two SCU
boards are installed, the system runs in active/standby control mode and has a higher reliability.

 The number of U1981 interface boards is determined by the system capacity. Filler panels must be
inserted into blank slots.

 To ensure that basic services are functioning properly, at least one SCU board and one MTU board
must be configured for the U1981.

3.4 Board 

The U1911/U1960/U1981 has main control boards (SCU), MTU boards, ASI boards, 
OSU boards, and BTU boards. 

3.4.1 SCU 

SCU is the control board (a mandatory board) of the U1911/U1960/U1981. It provides four 
network ports, one USB port, one debugging serial port, and two SD card slots (only one 
SD card slot is available).

Main Functions 

The SCU board has the following:

 Provides the softswitch functions
 Processes media control protocols
 Supports three working modes: single-network-port, dual-network-port, and

triple-network-port
 Supports L2 switching and TDM switching
 Supports hot-swap

Panel 

Figure 3-7 shows the panel of the SCU board. 
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Figure 3-7 SCU board panel

1 Indicator 2 USB port 3 Reset button 4 Ejector 
lever 

5 Debugging 
serial port 

6 Network
port 

7 Connects to an 
external audio 
source 

- - 

Positions of Key Components 

Figure 3-8 shows the positions of the SD card slots on the SCU board. 

Figure 3-8 Positions of key components 

The SCU board has two SD card slots, but only one (as marked in the figure) is available. 

Panel Components 

Panel 
Component

Identifier Description 

Ports 100/1,000B Service network port that connects the device to a LAN 
and functions as an IP service port. This is a GE port.
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Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

ASE-TX Adaptive electrical port supports an RJ-45 connector. The 
maximum transmission distance is less than 100 meters. 
NOTE 

Currently the network port 3 is not enabled. 

CONSOL
E 

Debugging serial port for configuring and commissioning the 
device. This port is an RS-232 serial port and supports an 
RJ-45 connector. The maximum transmission distance is less 
than 10 meters. 

USB Reserved for the service to extend interfaces when 
required (not used currently) 

AUDIO 3.5-millimeter audio input port for connecting external audio 
sources. It is used for playing Music on Hold (MoH).

Indicators PWR Power indicator (green), which displays the power status
 On: The power supply is normal.
 Off: There is no power supply.

RUN Running indicator (green), which displays the running
status of the board 
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is writing data into the

flash memory while the system is running.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The board is writing data into the

flash memory while the system is started.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): The board is running normally.
 Blinking (1 Hertz): The board is being started.
 Steady on: The board is faulty.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which indicates the alarm status of 
the board 
 Steady on: An alarm exists.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): A major alarm exists.
 Blinking (0.25 Hertz): A minor alarm exists.
 Off: No alarm exists.

Button RST Press to restart the board. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board restarts when 
you press the RST button, which causes service interruption. 

eWX603273
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3.4.2 MTU 

MTU is a media trunk resource board. It provides two E1/T1 ports (each of which 
supports two trunks) and two SD card slots (only one SD card slot is available). Each
U1911/U1960/U1981 must be equipped with at least one MTU board. 

Main Functions 

Panel 

The MTU board provides digital trunk access for connection to the upper-level office 
through digital trunks. It also provides digital collection, announcement playing, conference, 
TDM-to-VoIP conversion, and T.30-to-T.38 fax functions. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Figure 3-9 shows the panel of the MTU board. 

Figure 3-9 MTU board panel

1 Running 
status 
indicator 

2 Debugging 
serial port 

3 Digital trunk 
port 

4 Signal 
indicator 

5 Ejector lever 6 Reset button 

Positions of Key Components 

Figure 3-10 shows the positions of the SD card slots and the jumper on the MTU board. 
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Figure 3-10 Positions of key components 

The MTU board has two SD card slots, but only one (as marked in the figure) is available. 

Panel Components 

Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports E1/T1 Digital trunk port for connecting to the upper-level office 
(for example, LE) through digital trunks. An E1/T1 port 
supports a DB9 connector. 
The MTU board provides two E1/T1 ports, each of which 
supports two trunks. 
 When functioning as an E1 port, it supports PRA, SS7,

R2, and QSIG signaling, and can be connected to a 75
ohm digital trunk cable directly or to a 120 ohm digital
trunk cable through a 75 ohm to 120 ohm transfer box.

 When functioning as a T1 port, it supports PRA and
QSIG signaling, and can be connected to a 100 ohm
digital trunk cable.

NOTE 

 For the MTU board of the old model (only two pairs of LOS and
RFA indicators on the panel), port E1/T1–0 maps trunk ports 0
and 2, and port E1/T1–1 maps trunk ports 1 and 3. A pair of LOS
and RFA indicators is numbered the same as the corresponding
E1/T1 port (for example, LOS and RFA indicators 0 for E1/T1 0).
The LOS and RFA indicators are off only when the two trunk
links on the corresponding E1/T1 port are properly connected.

 For the MTU board of the new model (four pairs of LOS and
RFA indicators on the panel), port E1/T1–0 maps trunk ports 0
and 1, and port E1/T1–1 maps trunk ports 2 and 3. A pair of LOS
and RFA indicators is numbered the same as the corresponding
trunk link (for example, LOS and RFA indicators 0 for trunk link

eWX603273
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Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

0). The LOS and RFA indicators are off when the
corresponding trunk link is properly connected.

CONSOLE This serial port is disabled. 

Indicators PWR Power indicator (green), which displays the power status.
 On: The power supply is normal.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

RUN Running indicator (green), which displays the running status
of the board. 
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is writing data into the

flash memory while the system is running.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The board is writing data into the

flash memory while the system is started.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): The board is running normally.
 Steady on: The board is faulty.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the alarm status of the
board. 
 Steady on: An alarm exists.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): A major alarm exists.
 Blinking (0.25 Hertz): A minor alarm exists.
 Off: No alarm exists.

LOS Signal loss indicator (yellow), which indicates whether 
signals are lost. 
 Steady on: Signals are lost.
 Off: Signals are normal.

RFA Remote alarm indicator (yellow), which indicates 
whether peer devices are faulty
 Steady on: The peer device fails to receive data.
 Off: The peer device is running properly.
NOTE 

This indicator is on in the case of clock asynchronization or 
inconsistent frame formats at the two ends (for example, R2 
configured on the local end and no configuration or PRA configured 
on the peer device). 

Button RST Press to restart the board. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board restarts 
when you press the RST button, which causes service interruption. 

SD Card Slot None SD card slot for housing an 16 GB SD card. The SD card is 
used to store recording files of the built-in voice mailbox. 
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Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Jumper None A jumper fitting that is used during E1/T1 switching. When
the T1 trunk is used, remove the jumper. 

3.4.3 BTU 

BTU is a BRI trunk interface board and provides four BRI trunk ports and one debugging 
serial port. 

Main Functions 

Panel 

The BTU board provides BRI trunk access for connection to the upper-level office through 
digital trunks. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Figure 3-11 shows the panel of the BTU board. 

Figure 3-11 BTU board panel

1 Running 
status 
indicator 

2 Debugging 
serial port 

3 BRI trunk 
port 

4 Ejector lever 5 Reset button - - 

Panel Components 

Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports BRI S/T BRI trunk port, which supports an RJ-45 jack. It supports 
one BRI trunk for two channels of voice services. 
Each BTU board provides four BRI ports. 
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Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

CONSOLE This serial port is disabled. 

Indicators PWR Power indicator (green), which displays the power status
 On: The board has power supply.
 Off: The board has no power supply or the board is

faulty.

RUN Running indicator (green), which displays the running
status of the board
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is starting up.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The board is writing information in

its flash memory.
 Blinking (1 Hertz): The board is running properly.
 Steady on: The board is faulty.
 Off: The board has no power supply or the board is

faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the alarm status of
the board
 Steady on: An alarm is generated.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The chip self-check fails and the

board will automatically restart.
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is not properly installed.
 Off: The board has no power supply or the board has no

alarms.

- BRI trunk port activity indicator (yellow), which is 
always off

- BRI trunk port connection indicator (green). 
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The line is properly connected.
 Off: The line is not properly connected.

Button RST Press to restart the board. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board restarts 
when you press the RST button, which causes service interruption. 

3.4.4 ASI 

An Analog Subscriber Interface (ASI) board provides 32 Foreign Exchange Subscriber (FXS) 
ports. 
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Main Functions 

Panel 

An ASI board connects the device to Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) phones. Each 
board connects to up to 32 analog phones. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Figure 3-12 shows the panel of the ASI board. 

Figure 3-12 ASI panel 

1 Indicator 2 Debugging serial port 3 FXS port 

4 Ejector lever 5 Reset button - -

Panel Components 

Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports FXS 1-32 FXS ports for connecting the device to a maximum of 32 
analog phones. The port supports a DB68B connector. 

CONSOLE This serial port is disabled. 

Indicators PWR Power indicator (green), which displays the power status.
 Steady on: Power is supplied.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

RUN Running indicator (green), which displays the running
status of the board
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is loading software.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The board is running normally and a

user is in off-hook state.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): The board is running normally and

no conversation exits.
 Blinking (1 Hertz): The communication is abnormal.
 Steady on: The board is incorrectly installed or faulty.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.
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Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the alarm status of
the board
 Steady on: The communication is abnormal or the board

is incorrectly installed or faulty.
 Off: The board is running normally.

Button RST Press to restart the board. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board restarts 
when you press the RST button, which causes service interruption. 

3.4.5 OSU 

An FXO/FXS Interface Unit (OSU) board provides 12 Foreign Exchange Subscriber (FXS) 
ports and 12 Foreign Exchange Office (FXO) ports. 

Main Functions 

An OSU board connects to a POTS telephone or an analog trunk. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Panel 

Figure 3-13 shows the panel of the OSU board. 

Figure 3-13 OSU panel 

1 Indicator 2 Debugging serial port 3 FXO/FXS port 

4 Ejector lever 5 Reset button - - 
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Panel Components 

Panel 
Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports FXS 1-12 FXS ports for connecting the device to a maximum of 12 
analog phones. The port supports a DB68B connector. 

FXO 1-12 FXO ports for connecting the device to a maximum of 12 
analog trunks. The port supports a DB68B connector. 

CONSOLE This serial port is disabled. 

Indicators PWR Power indicator (green), which indicates the power status 
 Steady on: Power is supplied.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

RUN Running indicator (green), which indicates the running 
status of the board
 Blinking (4 Hertz): The board is loading software.
 Blinking (2 Hertz): The board is running normally and a 

user is in off-hook state.
 Blinking (0.5 Hertz): The board is running normally and 

no conversation exits.
 Blinking (1 Hertz): The communication is abnormal.
 Steady on: The board is incorrectly installed or faulty.
 Off: No power is supplied or the board is faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the alarm status of
the board
 Steady on: The communication is abnormal or the board

is incorrectly installed or faulty.
 Off: The board is running normally.

Buttons RST Press to restart the board. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board restarts 
when you press the RST button, which causes service interruption. 

3.5 Power Supply 

The U1911/U1960/U1981 supports AC or DC power supply. For U1960/U1981, when two 
power modules are configured, current equalization and power backup are supported. 

Figure 3-14 shows an AC power supply module. 
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Figure 3-14 AC power supply module 

1 Power 
switch 

2 AC power 
socket 

3 Invalid, not 
enabled (no 
operations 
available 
through these 
RJ45 ports) 

Figure 3-15 shows a DC power supply module. 

Figure 3-15 DC power supply module 

1 Power switch 2 DC power 
socket 

3 Invalid, not 
enabled (no 
operations 
available 
through these 
RJ45 ports) 

The U1911 supports only one power module. 
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The U1960 and U1981 can be equipped with two power modules. By default, only one power 
module is configured and is in slot 2 for the power supply. When two power modules are 
configured, the following functions are supported: 

 Equalizing currents and backing up power supplies
When working normally, each power supply module shares the load with output current.
When a power supply module stops working, the other power supply module continues
to work.

 Supporting hot swapping
You can insert a power supply module directly into a vacant slot of the power
distribution frame without powering off the U1911, U1960, or U1981. When a backup
power supply module is installed, you can remove a power supply module without
affecting the running of the U1911, U1960, or U1981.

When two power supply modules are configured, you cannot configure both the AC and 
DC power supply modules on a U1911, U1960, or U1981. 

3.6 Fan Tray Assembly 

The fan tray assembly ensures heat dissipation for the U1911, U1960, or U1981. 

The fan tray assembly is vertically mounted on the left side of the device. The U1911 is 
equipped with four fans, and the U1960 and U1981 are equipped with three fans. The 
following figure shows the appearance of the fan tray assembly. 

Figure 3-16 U1911 fan tray assembly 
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Figure 3-17 U1960/U1981 fan tray assembly 

When the system is running, the fans draw out the hot air inside the equipment and expel 
the air to the left. At the same time, cool air comes in from the right side. The fan tray 
assembly ensures heat dissipation and improves equipment stability. 

3.7 Cables 

The U1911, U1960, or U1981 use digital trunk cables, high-density user cables, and DC 
power cables. 

Digital Trunk Cable 

The U1911, U1960, or U1981 use digital trunk cables to connect various inter-office 
trunk devices. Table 3-1 shows a digital trunk cable. 

Table 3-1 Digital trunk cables 

Name Picture 

E1 Trunk Cable Figure 3-18 1E1 trunk cable 
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Name Picture 

75 ohm to 120 ohm 
Transfer Box

This transfer box converts 75 ohm unbalanced E1 signals to 
120 ohm balanced E1 signals for connection using E1 trunks. 

T1 Trunk Cable Figure 3-20 1T1 trunk cable 

Figure 3-21 2T1 trunk cable 

Figure 3-19 2E1 trunk cable 
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High-Density User Cable 

Analog phones use high-density user cables to connect to FXS ports of the 
U1911, U1960, or U1981. Figure 3-22 shows a high-density user cable. 

Figure 3-22 High-density user cable 

Power Cable 

If DC power supplie is used, the DC power cable shown in Figure 3-23 must be used. 

Figure 3-23 DC power cable 

If AC power supplie is used, the AC power cable shown in Figure 3-24 must be used. 

Figure 3-24 AC power cable 
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4 U1980 Product Architecture 

About This Chapter 

This topic describes the hardware structure of the U1980. 

4.1 Shelf 

The shelf provides a space for placing and connecting the internal components of the U1980. 
It also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

4.2 Boards 

The U1980 boards include IP PBX-SMCU, SC1-DTU-4, and SC1-DTU-8.

4.3 Power Distribution System 

The U1980 uses the 100V to 240V AC power distribution system. The power distribution 
system is at the top of the shelf. It comprises a Power Distribution Frame (PDF) and power 
modules.
4.4 Fan Tray Assembly 

The fan tray assembly dissipates heat and improves the device stability. 

4.5 Air Filter 

The air filter protects the device from dust. 

4.6 Cables 

The U1980 uses digital trunk cables, high-density user cables, and DC power cables. 

4.1 Shelf 

The shelf provides a space for placing and connecting the internal components of the U1980. 
It also protects the components from contamination and external damage. 

Appearance 

The U1980 shelf is a standard 6U shelf. It is 436 millimeters in width, 420 millimeters in 
depth, and 264 millimeters in height. Figure 4-1 shows the front panel of the shelf. Figure 
4-2 shows the rear panel of the shelf. 
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Figure 4-1 Schematic drawing of the U1980 front panel 

1 Indicator 2 Mounting ear 

Figure 4-2 Schematic drawing of the U1980 rear panel 

1 Power switch 2 Power module 

3 Fan tray assembly 4 Slot 

Slots 

Slots are located at the back of the shelf, as shown in Figure 4-2. 

The U1980 provides two SMCU slots and eight slots for interface boards: 

 Slots 0 and 1 are SMCU slots used to install the IP PBX-SMCU boards.

eWX603273
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 Slots 2 through 9 are used to install interface boards and SC1-MRS boards. Mixed
insertion is supported.

Figure 4-3 shows the slot distribution of the U1980. 

Figure 4-3 Slot distribution of the U1980 

 When only one IP PBX-SMCU board is installed, the system runs in single-node control mode.
When two SMCU boards are installed, the system runs in active/standby control mode and has a
higher reliability.

 The U1980 requires at least one IP PBX-SMCU board and one SC1-MRS board for operation. You
can install more boards according to the system capacity. If certain slots are not used, you must
install filler panels.

Indicators 

The POWER, RUN, and ALARM indicators are located on the front panel of the U1980 shelf. 
Table 4-1 describes the indicators in the U1980 shelf. 

Table 4-1 Indicators in the U1980 shelf 

Indicator Identifier Description 

Power 
Indicator 
(green) 

POWER Indicates the power status 
 On: The power supply is normal.
 Off: There is no power supply.

Running 
Status 
Indicator 
(green) 

RUN Indicates the running status of the device 
 On: The board is faulty.
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): The board is writing data to the 

flash memory when the system is running.
 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): The system runs normally.
 Off: There is no power input, the board is faulty, or the 

system is starting.

Alarm 
Indicator 
(red) 

ALARM Indicates the alarm status of the device. 
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): A critical alarm is generated.
 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): A major alarm is generated.
 Blinking (at 0.25 Hertz): A minor alarm is generated.
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Indicator Identifier Description 

 Off: No alarm is generated.

4.2 Boards 

The U1980 boards include IP PBX-SMCU, SC1-DTU-4, and SC1-DTU-8.

4.2.1 IP PBX-SMCU 

The IP PBX-SMCU board is a main U1980 control board. It provides three 
100/1,000 Base-TX network ports and two debugging ports.

Main Functions 

The IP PBX-SMCU provides the following functions: 

 Provides the SoftSwitch functions.
 Processes media control protocols.
 Supports L3 switching and Time-Division Multiplex (TDM) switching.
 Supports hot-swap.
 Supports 1+1 hot backup. When the active board is faulty, the standby board 

automatically replaces the active board.

Panel 

Figure 4-4 shows the panel of the IP PBX-SMCU board. 

Figure 4-4 IP PBX-SMCU board panel

1 Indicator 2 Alarm tone mute button 3 Reset button 

4 Ejector lever 5 Debugging serial port 6 Debugging network port 

7 Network port - - - - 

Components 

Componen
t 

Identifier Description 
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Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports 100/1,000 BASE-TX Network port that connects the device to a LAN 
and functions as an IP service port. This port is a 
GE port (adaptive electrical port) with an RJ-45 
connector. The maximum transmission distance is 
less than 100 meters. 

ETHERNET Debugging network port for the equipment test 
before delivery. It is disabled after the delivery and 
no longer provides any services or debugging 
functions. 

COM Debugging serial port for configuring and 
commissioning the device. It can be connected to a 
modem to provide the remote commission 
function. This is an RS-232 serial port with an 
RJ-45 jack. The maximum transmission distance 
is less than 10 meters. 

Indicators RUN Running indicator (green), which displays
the running status of the board
 Steady on: indicates that the board is faulty.
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): indicates that the board is 

writing data into the flash memory when the 
system is running.

 Blinking (at 2 Hertz): indicates that the board is 
writing data into the flash memory when the 
system starts.

 Blinking (at 1 Hertz): indicates that the board is 
starting.

 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): indicates that the system 
runs normally.

 Off: indicates that there is no power input or the 
board is faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the
alarm status of the board 
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): indicates that a critical 

alarm is generated during the running of the 
system.

 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): indicates that a 
major alarm is generated.

 Blinking (at 0.25 Hertz): indicates that a 
minor alarm is generated.

 Off: indicates that no alarm is generated.

ACT Active and standby indicator (green), which 
indicates whether the board is running as the active 
board. 
 Steady on: indicates that the current board is an
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Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

active board. 
 Off: indicates that the current board is a standby

board.

Buttons RESET Press to restart the board. The board reloads the 
program and data when restarted. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board 
restarts when you press the RST button, which causes 
switchover and even service interruption. 

BUZZ OFF Press to mute the alarm tone when an alarm is 
generated.  

The service data streams processed on the IP PBX-SMCU service network ports are classified 
into the following four types:  

 Signaling packets: SIP
 Media stream packets: RTP/RTCP/SRTP
 Network management packets: SSH, Telnet, FTPS, TFTP, NMS server, and proprietary

protocol for communicating with the BMU, BMP, and LMT
 Protocol packets: RADIUS/DIAMETER/SNTP

In the three application scenarios of the IP PBX-SMCU network ports, Table 4-2 describes
the data streams processed on each network port. Some data streams can be transmitted from 
different network ports according to the configuration. 

Table 4-2 Application scenarios of the IP PBX-SMCU network ports

Applicatio
n Scenario 

Network Port 0 Network Port 1 Network Port 2 

Single-
Network- 
Port Mode 

This network port 
processes all the 
preceding types of data 
streams and connects to 
the BillServer. 

This network port and 
network port 0 work in 
active/standby mode. 

This network port 
is not used. 

Dual-
Network-
Port-Mode 

This network port 
processes the following 
data streams: 
 Network management

packets: SSH, Telnet,
FTPS, TFTP, NMS
server, and
proprietary protocol
for communicating
with the BMU, BMP
and LMT

 Protocol packets:

This network port 
processes all service data 
streams and connects to 
the BillServer. 

This network port 
is not used. 
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Applicatio
n Scenario 

Network Port 0 Network Port 1 Network Port 2 

RADIUS/DIAMETE
R/SNTP 

This network port 
connects the device to 
the BillServer. 

Triple-
Network-
Port-Mode 

This network port 
processes the following 
data streams: 
 Network management

packets: SSH, Telnet,
FTPS, TFTP, NMS
server, and
proprietary protocol
for communicating
with the BMU, BMP
and LMT

 Protocol packets:
RADIUS/DIAMETE
R/SNTP

This network port 
processes all service data 
streams. 

This network port 
connects the 
device to the 
BillServer. 

The IP PBX-SMCU board works in single-network-port mode by default. If it works in dual- or 
triple-network-port mode, configure the network ports on different network segments. 

4.2.2 SC1-MRS 

The SC1-MRS is a media resource system board of the U1980 and provides two debugging 
ports. 

Main Functions 

The SC1-MRS provides the following functions: number allocation, digit collection, voice 
playing, recording, voice conference, conversion from the TDM signaling to the VoIP 
signaling, T.30 fax, supporting G.711, G.729, and iLBC. The SC1-MRS provides 256
channels for processing the media resources. 

The SC1-MRS supports load sharing. When all the boards run normally, they share loads 
evenly. When a board is faulty, other normal boards share the load to ensure the normal 
running of the system. 

The universal DSP is embedded to implement the following functions: 

 Checking and sending dual tone multi-frequency signals
 Checking and sending the caller ID in FSK
 Checking and sending signal tones
 Checking and sending the MFC signaling
 Recording and announcement playing
 Supports RTP and SRTP event report
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 Supports hot-swap

Panel 

Figure 4-5 shows the panel of the SC1-MRS 

board. Figure 4-5 SC1-MRS board panel

1 Indicator 2 Debugging serial port 

3 Debugging network port 4 Ejector lever 

Components 

Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports ETHERNET Debugging network port, which is not
currently used

COM Debugging serial port, which is used for 
commissioning during the board startup. An RS-232 
serial port with an RJ-45 jack. The maximum 
transmission distance is less than 10 meters. 

Indicators RUN Run indicator (green), which displays the
running status of the board 
 Steady on: indicates that the board is faulty.
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): indicates that the board is 

writing data into the flash memory when the 
system is running.

 Blinking (at 2 Hertz): indicates that the board is 
writing data into the flash memory when the 
system starts.

 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): indicates that the board 
runs normally.

 Off: indicates that there is no power input or the 
board is faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the
alarm status of the board 
 Blinking: indicates that the board is starting or

the subscriber does not add the board by using a
command after the board starts.

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen column so Component fits on a single line
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Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

 Off: indicates that the board runs normally.

4.2.3 SC1-DTU-4 

The SC1-DTU-4 board is a digital trunk interface board. It provides four E1/T1 ports and a 
debugging port. 

Main Functions 

Panel 

The SC1-DTU-4 board provides access for digital trunking.

The rate of an E1 port is 2.048 Mbit/s. The E1 ports comply with G.703 and G.704 and 
support signaling, such as SS7, PRA, R2, and QSIG.

The rate of an T1 port is 1.544 Mbit/s. The T1 ports comply with G.703 or G.704 and support 
PRA signaling. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Figure 4-6 shows the panel of the SC1-DTU-4 board. 

Figure 4-6 SC1-DTU-4 board panel

1 Running status indicator 2 Signal indicator 3 Reset button 

4 Ejector lever 5 Digital trunk port 6 Debugging serial port 

Components 

Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports E1/T1 Digital trunk ports for connecting the device to 
upper-level offices, such as a local exchange
(LE) through digital trunks. The E1/T1 port 
supports a DB50 connector. 
 When functioning as an E1 port, it supports the

PRA, SS7, R2, and QSIG signaling, and can be

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen column so Component fits on a single line
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Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

connected to a 75 ohm digital trunk cable 
directly or to a 120 ohm digital trunk cable 
through a 75 ohm to 120 ohm transfer box.

 When functioning as a T1 port, it supports the
PRA and QSIG signaling, and can be connected
to a 100 ohm digital trunk cable.

COM Debugging serial port, which is used for 
commissioning during the board startup. An RS-232 
serial port with an RJ-45 jack. The maximum 
transmission distance is less than 10 meters. 

Indicators RUN Running indicator (green), which displays
the running status of the board
 On: The board is faulty.
 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): The board is writing data 

to the flash memory when the system is running.
 Blinking (at 2 Hertz): The board is writing data 

to the flash memory when the system starts.
 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): The board runs normally.
 Off: There is no power input or the board is 

faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the
alarm status of the board 
 Blinking: The board is starting or the subscriber

does not add the board by using a command
after the board starts.

 Off: The board runs normally.

LOS Signal loss indicator (yellow), which 
indicates whether signals are lost 
 When the indicator is on, there is signal loss.
 When the indicator is off, there is no signal loss.

RFA Remote alarm indicator (yellow), which 
indicates whether peer devices are faulty 
 When the indicator is on, the peer equipment

fails in receiving the signals.
 When the indicator is off, the peer equipment is

running normally.

Button RESET Press to restart the board. The board reloads the 
program and data when restarted. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board 
restarts when you press the RST button, which causes 
service interruption. 
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4.2.4 SC1-DTU-8 

The SC1-DTU-8 board is a digital trunk interface board. It provides eight E1 ports and a 
debugging port. 

Main Functions 

Panel 

The SC1-DTU-8 board connects to digital trunk of upper layer offices. 

The rate of an E1 port is 2.048 Mbit/s. The E1 ports comply with G.703 and G.704 and 
support signaling such as SS7, PRA, R2, and QSIG. 

Supports hot-swap. 

Figure 4-7 shows the panel of the SC1-DTU-8 board. 

Figure 4-7 SC1-DTU-8 board panel

1 Running status indicator 2 Signal indicator 3 Reset button 

4 Ejector lever 5 Digital trunk port 6 Debugging serial port 

Components 

Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

Ports E1 Digital trunk ports for connecting the device to 
upper-level offices, such as an LE through digital 
trunks. The E1 port supports a DB50 connector, 
supports PRA, SS7, R2, and QSIG signaling. It 
can be connected to a 75 ohm digital trunk cable 
directly or to a 120 ohm digital trunk cable 
through a 75 ohm to 120 ohm transfer box.

COM Debugging serial port, which is used for 
commissioning during the board startup. An RS-232 
serial port with an RJ-45 jack. The maximum 
transmission distance is less than 10 meters. 

Indicators RUN Running indicator (green), which displays
the running status of the board 
 On: The board is faulty.

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen column so Component fits on a single line
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Componen
t 

Identifier Description 

 Blinking (at 4 Hertz): The board is writing data 
to the flash memory when the system is running.

 Blinking (at 2 Hertz): The board is writing data 
to the flash memory on system start.

 Blinking (at 0.5 Hertz): The board runs normally.
 Off: There is no power input or the board is 

faulty.

ALM Alarm indicator (red), which displays the
alarm status of the board 
 Blinking: The board is starting or the subscriber

does not add the board by using a command
after the board starts.

 Off: The board runs normally.

LOS Signal loss indicator (yellow), which 
indicates whether signals are lost 
 When the indicator is on, there is signal loss.
 When the indicator is off, there is no signal loss.

RFA Remote alarm indicator (yellow), which 
indicates whether peer devices are faulty 
 When the indicator is on, the peer equipment

fails in receiving the signals.
 When the indicator is off, the peer equipment is

running normally.

Button RESET Press to restart the board. The board reloads the 
program and data when restarted. 
NOTICE 

Do not press the RST button unless required. The board 
restarts when you press the RST button, which causes 
service interruption. 

4.3 Power Distribution System 

4.3.1 PDF 

The U1980 uses the 100V to 240V AC power distribution system. The power distribution 
system is at the top of the shelf. It comprises a Power Distribution Frame (PDF) and power 
modules.

The PDF has one power switch, three power module slots, and one alarm tone mute button.

Figure 4-8 shows the power distribution system, which is at the top of the shelf. 
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Figure 4-8 Power distribution system

1 Power switch 2 Power module slot 3 Alarm tone mute button 

The functions of each component are described as follows: 

Be careful with the power switch when the device is running normally. Powering off 
the device will stop all services. 

 The power switch is used to power on and power off the U1980.
 The power module slots are used to install power modules. The numbers of the three

slots from left to right are 0, 1, and 2. If there is a vacant slot, insert a blank filter panel
into it. If there is no vacant slot, inserting a blank filter panel will generate a power
alarm.

 The alarm tone mute button is used to mute the alarm tone when the equipment gives out
alarms.

4.3.2 Power Supply 

The U1980 uses two power supply modules that can be swapped and work in active/
standby mode. AC and DC power supplies are supported. 

Figure 4-9 shows an AC power supply module. 
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Figure 4-9 AC power supply module 

1 AC power socket 

Figure 4-10 shows a DC power supply module. 

Figure 4-10 DC power supply module 

1 DC power socket 

The power supply module provides the following functions: 

 Equalizing currents and backing up power supplies
By default, an U1980 has one power supply module installed in slot 0. If an U1980 has
two power supply modules installed, it can equalize currents and back up power supplies.
When working normally, each power supply module shares the load by providing
separate output current. When a power supply module stops working, the other power
supply module continues to work.

 Supporting hot swapping
You can insert a power supply module directly into a vacant slot of the power
distribution frame without powering off the U1980. When a backup power supply
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module is installed, you can remove a power supply module without affecting the 
running of the U1980. 

When two power supply modules are configured, you cannot configure both the AC and 
DC power supply modules on a U1980. 

4.4 Fan Tray Assembly 

The fan tray assembly dissipates heat and improves device stability. 

The fan tray assembly of the U1980 is vertically mounted on the left of the rear panel of the 
device. Four fans are installed in the fan tray assembly. Figure 4-11 shows the fan tray 
assembly. 

Figure 4-11 Fan tray assembly 

When the system runs, the fans draw out the hot air inside the device and expel the air to 
the left. At the same time, cool air comes in from the right side. The fans ensure heat 
dissipation and improve the device stability. 

4.5 Air Filter 

The air filter protects the device from dust. 

The air filter is vertically mounted on the left of the device front. It protects the boards and 
backplane inside the shelf. 

Figure 4-12 shows the air filter. 

Before the device is delivered to customers, the air filter is already installed and is blocked by the 
front panel; therefore, it is not visible.
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Figure 4-12 Air filter 

4.6 Cables 

The U1980 uses digital trunk cables, high-density user cables, and DC power cables.

Digital Trunk Cable

The U1980 uses digital trunk cables to connect various inter-office trunking devices. 
Table 4-3 shows the digital trunk cables.

Table 4-3 Digital Trunk Cables 

Name Picture 

E1 Trunk Cable
(for SC1-DTU-4) 

E1 Trunk Cable
(for SC1-DTU-8) 

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Changed back to Trunk for consistency throughout. If Trunking is more accurate, it should be changed in every instance
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Name Picture 

75 ohm to 120 ohm 
Transfer Box

This transfer box converts 75 ohm unbalanced E1 signals to 
120 ohm balanced E1 signals for connection using E1 trunks. 

T1 Trunk Cable

Power Cable 

If DC power supplies are used, the DC power cables shown in Figure 4-13 must be used. 

Figure 4-13 DC power cable 

If AC power supplies are used, the AC power cables shown in Figure 4-14 must be used. 
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Figure 4-14 AC power cable 
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5 Functions and Features 

About This Chapter 

The unified gateway provides comprehensive voice services and supplementary services for 
users.  

5.1 Basic Voice Services 

5.2 Supplementary Services 

5.3 Advanced Services 

The unified gateway supports user rights management by level and call-barring policies.

5.4 Intelligent Routing 

The intelligent routing service automatically selects office routes when an IP trunk or a TDM 
trunk is faulty, and provides routing polices to increase communication reliability and 
minimize communication costs. 

5.5  Voice Conference 

The unified gateway provides scheduled and instant conferences.

5.6  Voice Mailbox Services 

The U1911, U1960, or U1981 provide the Voice Mailbox Services (VMS) by default. They 
store and manage voice messages in a unified manner to enable users to retrieve voice 
messages at any time and anywhere by dialing the voice message retrieving prefix.

5.7  Automatic Switchboard Service 

The automatic switchboard service is also called the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
service. In this service, if a user dials the preset automatic switchboard number, the 
announcement asking the user to dial an extension number is played by default. Note that the 
announcement can be customized as required. The automatic switchboard service implements 
functions of playing announcements, collecting digits, and automatically forwarding calls. 

5.8  Console 

The unified gateway provides a built-in IP-phone console to work with IP phones for simple 
console services. A separate console system can connect to the unified gateway for more 
console services. 

5.9  CDR 
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The unified gateway generates Call Detail Records (CDRs) and saves the CDRs to the 
CDR pool. When the unified gateway connects to the CDR server, the applications can 
obtain and parse CDRs from the CDR server.

5.10  Security 

The unified gateway provides enhanced security measures for users. 

5.1 Basic Voice Services 

Voice Communication 

The unified gateway supports basic voice communication, including: 

 Intra-office communication
Intra-office users under the unified gateway can use various supported broadband and
narrowband terminals to make voice calls to each other. The terminals include analog
phones, soft phones, IP phones (SIP), SIP-based Desktop Client, and SIP SoftConsole.
Access devices, such as the IAD (SIP), are also supported.

 Narrowband trunk-based communication
The unified gateway can be connected to the PSTN or TDM PBX using a digital trunk
(E1/T1/BRI) or analog trunk (AT0). Intra-office users (either as calling or called parties)
can have voice calls with users at the peer end of the narrowband trunk.

Only the U1911, U1960, and U1981 support BRI trunks. U1980 does not support the AT0 trunk.

Table 5-1 lists the E1/T1 trunk types supported by the unified gateway.

Table 5-1 E1/T1 trunk types supported by the unified gateway 

Trunk Type E1 T1 

PRA √ √ 

QSIG √ √ 

R2 √ - 

SS7 (ISUP/TUP) √ - 

An E1 trunk supports a maximum of 30 voice channels, and a T1 trunk supports a maximum of 23 voice 
channels. 

 Broadband trunk-based communication
The unified gateway uses the SIP trunk to connect to the IP PBX, softswitch, or IMS.
Voice calls can be made between intra-office users and the users under other devices.

Point-to-Point Multimedia Communication 

The unified gateway supports Point-to-Point (P2P) multimedia communication service,
allowing SIP-based multimedia terminals to communicate with each other. 
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 Supports the Video Phone 8950.
 Supports P2P video calls between intra-office users and SIP-based P2P video calls

between intra-office and outer-office users.

Call Rights Control 

The unified gateway allows users to make intra-office calls, local calls, national toll calls, and 
international toll calls. In addition, a maximum of 32 types of call rights can be defined to 
restrict users from making specified types of calls. 

Number Analysis and Processing 

The unified gateway analyzes the calling and called numbers based on their prefix and length 
to control incoming and outgoing call rights. The calling number is analyzed before the called 
number. Numbers with the same prefix are analyzed based on the length. 

 The unified gateway can analyze and process a regular number or prefix containing a
maximum of 32 digits and an intra-office number containing a maximum of 16 digits.

 The unified gateway can analyze a maximum of 1,024 calling numbers and a
maximum of 2,048 called numbers.

 Prefixes can identify emergency, intra-office, local, intra-office and local, national, and
international calls, and support 32 levels of customized call rights. The intra-office and
local prefixes are applied when the intra-office prefix is the same as the local outgoing
prefix.

 The unified gateway can insert, change, or delete digits in calling and called numbers.
The length of a changed number cannot exceed the maximum value. A maximum of
1,024 change types are supported.

Voice Processing, Encoding, and Decoding 

The unified gateway provides the following voice processing capabilities: 

 Supports Voice Activity Detection (VAD), Comfort Noise Generator (CNG), Echo
Cancellation (EC), gain adjustment, jitter buffer, and Packet Loss Compensation (PLC)
technologies, providing users with high-quality voice services.

 Supports Type of Service (ToS) and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP)
technologies, ensuring that voice streams are preferentially transmitted.

 Supports the Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) and provides statistical
information about the total numbers of RTP packets sent and received, total numbers of
bytes sent and received, delay, jitter, and packet loss rate.

 The unified gateway supports various codecs, such as G.711 (A-Law/U-law), G.729a/b,
iLBC, G.722, G.722.1, G.722.2, and Opus. In addition, it supports voice codec change
and priority selection.

 Only the U1911, U1960, and U1981 support G.722, G.722.1, and G.722.2.
 The U1900 V200R003C20SPC800 version, the U1911, U1960, and U1981 support the Opus

codec. By default, the Opus codec is unable. You can configure it with the command config system

codetype.
 The V200R003C30SPC200 supports the Opus codec supports and the NetATE function.

The NetATE configuration procedure is as follows:
Enable NetATE.
config system voip opus netateswitch on

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Should this read "is unable to do so" ? Or should it read "is disabled" ?
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1. Enable RFC2198 for CDSP.
config cdsp rfc2198 audio on

2. Enable dynamic jitter buffer.
config modify mrsparas dynamicjb adjenable 1

3. (Optional) Set NetATE parameters.
config modify mrsparas netate maxpktperiod maxpktperiod minpktperiod minpktperiod

initredudepth initredudepth maxredudepth maxredudepth maxcodecbitrate maxcodecbitrate

mincodecbitrate mincodecbitrate maxipbitrate maxipbitrate

Fax 

The unified gateway supports T.30 faxes in the circuit switched domain and T.38 faxes in 
the packet switched domain, and transparent transmission of G.711 faxes. 

 The end-to-end delay for transmitting signals using a fax machine cannot exceed 3
seconds. It is recommended that no more than four T.38 code switching gateways be
deployed on the network.

 For transparent transmission, the unified gateway supports converting voice calls in
G.729 encoding mode into G.711 faxes.

5.2 Supplementary Services 

The following table lists the supplementary services provided by the unified gateway. 

Service Name Description 

Voice Calling Voice calls can be made between PBX users and 
between PBX users and external users.  

Video Calling Video calls are made between two video phones. In a 
video call, both parties can watch the video of each 
other.  

Local Number Query Service The local number query feature allows users to obtain 
the numbers of the phones they are using by dialing the 
specified service number.  

Calling Line Identification 
Presentation 

With the Calling Line Identification Presentation
(CLIP) feature, the calling number is displayed on the 
phone of the called party.  

Calling Name Identification 
Presentation 

Calling Name Identification Presentation (CNIP) is a
terminating service that provides the name associated 
with the calling number to the called party.  

Calling Line Identification 
Restriction 

The Calling Line Identification Restriction (CLIR)
feature provides a supplementary service that prevents 
the number of the calling party from being presented to 
the called party.  

Calling Line Identification 
Restriction Override 

The Calling Line Identification Restriction Override
(CLIRO) feature allows a called party to view the 
number of the calling party, even when the calling
party enables the CLIR service.  
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Service Name Description 

Connected Line Identification 
Presentation 

The Connected Line Identification Presentation
(COLP) feature allows the calling party to receive the 
line identity of the connected party.  

Connected Name Identification 
Presentation 

The Connected Name Identification Presentation
(CONP) feature provides the calling party with the 
name information of the called party.  

Calling/Connected Name 
Identification Restriction 

When a user has enabled the Calling/Connected Name 
Identification Restriction (CNIR) service, the name of 
this user is not displayed on the peer party’s terminal.

Distinctive Ring Tone The distinctive ring tone feature allows a user to set a 
specific ring tone for a calling party so that the calling 
party can be recognized by the ring tone when there is 
an incoming call from the calling party.  

Ringback Tone The Ringback Tone (RBT) feature provides a calling
party with a pleasant melody or a greeting instead of an 
ordinary ring back tone when the calling party places a 
call to a user attached to an enterprise PBX.  

Call Hold The call hold feature enables a user to hold an ongoing 
call and resume it when necessary.  

Call Park The call hold feature allows a user to hold a call on one 
phone and resume the call on another phone within the 
office. If the user does not resume the call within the 
specified period, the call is released and the party on 
hold hears a busy tone.  

Multi-Line Call The multi-line call feature allows users to process 
multiple incoming and outgoing calls on a single phone. 
However, only one voice call can be ongoing at the 
same time, and other calls are held.  

Call Waiting If a user activates the call waiting service and a third 
party makes a call to the user when the user is on a call, 
the user hears a prompt tone of the new call.  

Call Transfer The call transfer feature allows a user to press the 
transfer button to transfer an ongoing call to a third 
party and exit the call.  

Call Divert The call divert feature allows a user to press the forward 
button to forward a call to a third party without 
answering the call.  

Call Forwarding If a user activates the call forwarding service, incoming 
calls are automatically forwarded to a preset forward-to 
number without going through the user.  

Hotline The hotline feature enables a phone to automatically 
dial a preset hotline number upon off-hook.  

Pickup With the call pickup service, users can use a phone to 
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Service Name Description 

answer a call that is ringing on another phone. 
Designated pickup: Users can use a phone to answer a 
call that is ringing on a specific phone. Group pickup: 
Users can use a phone to answer a call that is ringing on 
another phone in the same pickup group.  

Automatic Callback (ACB) A user who dials an internal number that is busy or not 
answered, can register the Automatic Callback (ACB)
service. When the called user is idle, the system 
automatically calls the calling and called parties.  

Abbreviated Dialing The abbreviated dialing feature allows users to call 
frequent contacts by dialing abbreviated numbers 
instead of long numbers. Abbreviated dialing reduces 
dialing time and makes numbers easy to remember.  

Do Not Disturb (DND) The Do Not Disturb (DND) features allows the system
to temporarily reject incoming calls for users.  

Barge The barge feature allows users to forcibly join an 
internal user’s call and establish a three-way call.

Forced Release The forced release feature allows an agent to forcibly 
end an ongoing call between two users.  

Privileged User The privileged user feature allows an agent to forcibly 
establish a call with an intra-office user who is in a call. 

One Number Link You (ONLY) The One Number Link You (ONLY) service enables 
users to bind several terminals to a single user number 
so that the users can answer incoming calls on any 
bound terminal.  

Three-way Calling The three-way calling service allows a user to make a 
call to a third party without ending the ongoing call and 
enable three-way calling.  

Alarm Clock A phone that has enabled the alarm clock service rings 
automatically at the preset time to remind the phone 
user.  

Music on Hold (MoH) The Music on Hold (MoH) feature allows the system to 
play waiting music to users when calls are being held, 
transferred, or parked.  

Absence The absence feature enables calling parties to hear an 
absence announcement when they place calls to users 
who have enabled the absence service.  

Multi-Number The multi-number service allows a single user to have 
multiple phone numbers, any of which can be dialed to 
reach the user.  

Audio Paging The audio paging feature uses telephony systems to 
send messages to all group users through unidirectional 
broadcast.  
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Service Name Description 

Secretary Service The secretary service enables calls made to a manager 
to be forwarded to an assistant first. The assistant 
processes the call and forwards the call to the manager 
if necessary.  

Secretary Station Service With the secretary station feature, the system queues 
an incoming call when an assistant is busy and 
forwards the call to the assistant when the assistant
becomes idle.  

Advanced Secretary Service The advanced secretary service binds a line of a 
manager’s phone to a line of an assistant’s phone. 
The manager and assistant receive a call to the 
manager at the same time. The manager can answer 
the call directly. Alternatively, the assistant answers
the call first and determines whether to forward the 
call to the manager.  

Emergency Call The emergency call feature allows IP phone users to 
call Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) when 
IP phones are locked, unregistered, or call-barred.  

Call Admission Control If the number of incoming and outgoing VoIP calls is 
too large, the network may be congested, affecting 
voice quality. The system allows you to limit the 
number of concurrent incoming and outgoing calls that 
are made through SIP trunks to ensure proper use of 
bandwidth resources and better voice quality. Then, 
when the number of concurrent calls reach the preset 
upper limit, new incoming and outgoing VoIP calls will 
be rejected or routed to other trunks.  

Deactivation of All Services This feature allows a user to deactivate all the 
activated supplementary services; however, the user’s 
service rights are not affected.  

Voice Service Password Change The voice service password is used in the outgoing call 
barring, password-based call barring, ONLY, 
deactivation of all services, and voice mailbox. It is 
recommended that the voice service password be 
changed periodically to improve the security of voice 
services.  

Busy Lamp Field (BLF) The Busy Lamp Field (BLF) feature allows users to 
subscribe to the status (idle, call in progress, ringing, or 
offline) of others using the programmable buttons on 
the IP phone. Before making a call, the calling party can 
know the status of the called party. If the called party is 
not idle, the calling party waits until the called party 
becomes idle. This helps improve the call success rate.  

Extension Mobility The extension mobility feature allows a user to use the 
same IP phone settings in a visited area as in the home 
area, provided that the two areas belong to the same
unified gateway. Since the user logs in to the IP phone 

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Changed to assistant to avoid repeating secretary and because it is a preferred gender-neutral pronoun. See note at left for why Secretary was not changed throughout this document

eWX603273
Sticky Note
In Huawei IP Phone V200R003C30 doc, the editor recommended that Secretary be changed to Assistant. However, since this appears to be an established name attached to this product, kept as is, except where it is okay to mix assistant with secretary to avoid repetition 
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Service Name Description 

in the visited area using the account of the home area’s
IP phone, the account on the IP phone of the home area 
is logged out.  

Service Level The service level feature enables management of 
service rights and basic call rights by service level. 

Trunk Preemption by User 
Rights Level 

This feature allows a higher-level user to preempt the 
trunk of a lower-level user to make an outgoing call 
when the system trunk resources are insufficient. This 
ensures the voice service requirements of high-level 
users.  

Call Rights Control This feature allows the system to determine whether to 
set up a call according to the call rights of the calling 
number and the call type of the called prefix when a 
user initiates a voice call. Therefore, call rights can be 
flexibly controlled based on actual needs.  

Blacklist and Whitelist Call 
Barring 

With the blacklist and whitelist call barring feature, 
calls are accepted or rejected based on call barring 
relationships configured in the blacklist and whitelist. 

Password-Based Call Barring With the password-based call barring feature, users 
must enter a password when dialing specific phone 
numbers, such as a toll call number. The 
password-based call barring feature is classified into 
password-based, simple-card-number-based, and 
PIN-code-based call barring.

Anonymous Call Rejection When the system cannot obtain the phone number of a 
calling party, the call will be rejected and the called 
party’s phone does not ring.

Call-out Restriction Service If the call-out restriction service is enabled for a user, 
the user is prohibited from making specified types of 
outgoing calls.  

Hunt Group In an enterprise, employees in the same field can be 
added to a hunt group, with a group access code 
configured. When a user dials the access code of a hunt 
group, the system allocates the call to group members 
based on preset ringing policies. When a member 
answers the call, the system stops ringing.  

Simultaneous Ringing A user binds several numbers to a primary number. 
When the primary number is called, phones with the 
primary number and the bound numbers ring 
simultaneously. When the call is answered on any 
phone, other phones stop ringing.  

Sequential Ringing A user binds several numbers to a primary number. 
When the primary number is called, phones with the 
primary number and the bound numbers ring in 
sequence. When the call is answered on a ringing 
phone, other phones will no longer ring.  
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Call Group When a user dials the access code of a call group, 
phones of all members in the group ring simultaneously. 
Members can pick up phones to join a meeting. By 
default, the instant hotline service is enabled for call 
group members who can talk with specific outer-group 
users after picking up phones.  

Direct Inward Dialing (DID) The Direct Inward Dialing (DID) feature enables 
external users to directly call intra-office users without 
being forwarded by calling the automatic switchboard. 

Automatic Switchboard The automatic switchboard service is also known as the 
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) service. The IVR
service forwards incoming calls to extension numbers.  

5.3 Advanced Services 

The unified gateway supports user rights management by level and call-barring policies.

User Rights Management by Level 

Unified gateway users are assigned four levels of rights from lowest to highest: default, 
normal, advanced, and privileged. Users at different levels have different rights to use 
supplementary services or to make calls. Unless otherwise stipulated, users are assigned
the default level. 
 Rights levels for supplementary services

The rights at lower levels to use supplementary services are subsets of the rights at
higher levels. Table 5-2 describes the mapping between service rights and user levels.

Table 5-2 Mapping between service rights and user levels 

Call Right User 
Level 

Service Rights 

Default Users have rights to use local number query, call transfer, call 
forwarding, call waiting, abbreviated dialing, outgoing call barring, 
alarm clock, CLIP, password change, phone conference, unified 
access to the fax mailbox, call park, call right, ONLY, DND, 
multi-call, instant meeting, and absent user services.

Normal In addition to services that users can use at the default level, users 
at the normal level have rights to use the RCB (only for POTS 
users), CBB, designated pickup, and group pickup services. 

Advanced In addition to normal-level services, advanced-level users have
rights to use three-party calling, simultaneous and sequential
ringing, break-in, forced release, hotline, CTVMU, CTVMB, 
CTVMNR, CTFMU, CTVMO, call-forwarding presence, or
conditional, callback on no reply, and BLFservices. 
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Call Right User 
Level 

Service Rights 

Privileged Privileged level: In addition to advanced-level services, users at
the privileged level have rights to use secretary, secretary station, 
listening, break-in and forced release override, and listening 
override services. 

 Rights levels for call rights and call control by time segment
Users at different rights levels have different rights to make calls. Call rights can be
controlled by time segment so that users at a level can make calls only in a specified
time segment. Table 5-3 describes the mapping between call rights and user levels.

Table 5-3 Mapping between call rights and user levels 

Call Right 
User Level 

Intra-Office 
Call 

Local Call National Toll 
Call 

International 
Toll Call 

Default Yes Yes No No 

Normal Yes Yes Only during 
work hours

No 

Advanced Yes Yes Yes Only during
specific hours

Privileged Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 Trunk preemption for higher-rights-level users
If trunks are insufficient, reserved trunks can be used based on the preset user level.
If there is no available reserved trunk, higher-rights-level users who make outgoing calls
can preempt the trunks assigned for lower-rights-level users. For example, a user at the
privileged level can preempt trunks occupied by users at the advanced, normal, and
default levels. When the trunk of a lower-rights-level user is preempted, the user hears
the busy tone (configurable), and the call is released.



Users at the same level cannot preempt trunks of one another; by default, the busy tone is played when a
trunk is preempted. An announcement can also be played.

Call Barring Policies 

The unified gateway can restrict calls as required. Table 5-4 describes the call restriction 
services. 

Table 5-4 Call restriction services 

Service Description 

Call Barring by 
Calling Number 

Call rights that are classified by calling number include 
incoming and outgoing call rights (for example, local call rights,
toll call rights, and trunk call rights).
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Call Barring by 
Blacklist or Whitelist 

Call barring by blacklist or whitelist allows a user to accept or 
reject calls made by a list of users. 
 Users in the blacklist group can call only users in the whitelist

group.
 Users in the ordinary call barring group can call users in the

same group or in the whitelist group, but cannot call users in
the blacklist group.

 Users in the whitelist group can call users in any of the three
groups.

Call Barring by 
Personal Blacklist 

Call barring by blacklist or whitelist allows a user to accept or 
reject calls made by a list of users. The personal blacklist has a 
lower priority than the system blacklist. 

VoIP Domain-
Based Call Barring 

The IP PBX logically assigns some local users or office routes to 
a VoIP domain for barring calls and sets the maximum number 
of concurrent calls for this VoIP domain. When receiving a new 
call request, the IP PBX checks the calling and called parties’
domains and the maximum number of calls allowed. If the 
maximum number of calls allowed is reached, the call fails, and 
the calling party hears an announcement. 

Password-Based 
Call Barring 

The unified gateway determines whether a user can make calls 
by asking the user to enter a password. The password is bound to 
the user’s phone.

Call Barring by Card 
Number and Password 

Users can use authorized card numbers and passwords to make 
calls from any phones in the office. This service supports the 
following two dialing modes: 
 IVR navigation dialing mode: Users enter the password-based

call-barring prefix, and dial a number as prompted.
 Full number dialing mode: Users directly enter outgoing

prefix*call barring service ID*password*called number# to
make a call.

PIN-Code Service The PIN-Code Service enables differentiated call-out service
rights for different users that share the same IP phone. 

Calling Number 
Authentication 

If the calling number authentication service is configured for the 
called number prefix involved in an incoming call from a local 
user or a trunk, the IP PBX initiates a request to the Remote 
Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server to 
authenticate the calling number. If the authentication is 
successful, the IP PBX connects the call. If the authentication 
fails, the call fails. 

Call Barring by Region The IP PBX manages call rights for users who use different types 
of phones in various regions. 
 After users under the IP PBX are assigned to different VoIP

domains, the IP PBX determines whether a call can be
established based on the calling number, called number, or
domain type.

 This service meets VoIP restriction requirements of India
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offices. Incoming and outgoing calls cannot be routed through 
broadband and narrowband trunks. Different rights can be 
assigned to trunks to prevent trunk tandem calls. 

Anonymous Call 
Barring 

This service allows the system to restrict anonymous calls 
(including intra-office calls and outer-office calls) to a user. 

Restriction on 
Outer-Office 
Call Duration 

When a user under the unified gateway makes an outgoing call
to or receives an incoming call from an outer-office user, the IP 
PBX controls the call duration as configured and plays an 
announcement to the user when there is only one minute left. 

Emergency Call 

As long as the network between the IP phones and the unified gateway is available, users can 
make emergency calls in any state (such as unregistered, call rights restricted, or overdrawn 
state). The emergency call center can locate the calling parties. 

 The emergency call service is still available in the following scenarios: account overdrawn,
password-based call barring, call baring by card number, national/international toll call barring,
intra-office call barring, outer-office call barring, call barring due to the full CDR pool, RADIUS
authentication failure, and call barring by VoIP domain

 Only IP Phone 7910 and 7950 (V100R001C01SPC400 or later) and Video Phone 8950 IP phones
support the emergency call function.

 Calls do not carry location information. The emergency call center can locate the calling parties
according to the calling numbers only when users with these numbers have reported their locations
to the emergency call center beforehand.

5.4 Intelligent Routing 

The intelligent routing service automatically selects office routes when an IP trunk or a 
TDM trunk is faulty and provides routing polices to increase communication reliability and 
minimize communication costs. 

 Routing by time segment
Different time indexes are set for different office routes. Each time index corresponds to
a specified time segment (accurate to the hour). Based on the current time, the IP PBX
searches for the time index for an outgoing call and selects the related office route.
The IP PBX allows multiple office route selection codes to share one office route. When
an office route is added to multiple office route selection codes, multiple routing policies
apply to the office route. The IP PBX automatically selects the routing policy based on
the outgoing prefix that a user dials.

 Routing by charge rate
Different charge rate reference values are set for different office routes. The IP PBX
preferentially selects the office route with the lowest charge rate reference value for
outgoing calls. If all trunk circuits are busy for this office route, the IP PBX selects the
office route with the second lowest charge rate reference value.

 Rerouting upon a routing failure
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When a call fails to be routed based on the office route selection code, the IP PBX selects 
a new route based on the standby office route selection code corresponding to the failure 
processing index. 

 Route load balancing
The IP PBX balances traffic among multiple preset routes. The IP PBX polls office routes 
based on office route IDs in ascending order until an office route that contains idle circuits 
is found. The later calls will poll from the next office route after an office route is selected 
by the preceding call.

 Routing by percentage
Different percentages are set for different office routes. The IP PBX selects office routes, 
in turn, based on the preset percentages. Except for office routes with percentages set to 
100 percent, office routes are polled based on preset percentages in descending order.

 Routing by user rights level
Different office routes are set for different user rights levels. When a higher-rights-level 
user makes an outgoing call, the IP PBX preferentially selects the office route that is set 
for the user rights level. If selecting the office route fails, the IP PBX selects the office 
route that is set for a lower user rights level.
When routing by user rights level is used, the IP PBX preferentially uses an office route at 
the user rights level to route calls. If no circuit is idle, the office route that is set for a lower 
user rights level is used. Office routes that are set for the same level are polled based on 
office route IDs in ascending order. To ensure good voice quality of calls for higher-rights-
level users, these users are allocated with high-performance office routes. Lower-rights-
level users, however, are not allowed to use these office routes.

 Routing by trunk link balance
The IP PBX preferentially selects a trunk with more idle circuits to balance loads among 
available trunk links.

5.5 Voice Conference 

The unified gateway provides scheduled and instant conferences.

Scheduled Conference 

Users can schedule three types of conferences in the unified gateway built-in web 
management system. The conference types are described as follows:  

 Individual Dialing-In
Participants dial a conference access code and enter the conference ID and password as
prompted to join a conference. If the conference ID or password that a participant enters
is incorrect, the participant returns to the upper-level menu.

 Host Convening
The moderator joins a conference as prompted by the IVR and invites participants to the
conference using the phone or web self-service system.

 System Convening
The moderator sets a participant list in advance, and the system calls the listed
participants at the scheduled time. Participants can simply pick up phones to join the
conference.
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Instant Conference 

Users can directly initiate an instant conference without scheduling the conference in advance. 

5.6 Voice Mailbox Services 

The U1911, U1960, and U1981 provide the Voice Mailbox Services (VMS) by default. They store 
and manage voice messages in a unified manner to enable users to retrieve voice messages at any 
time and anywhere by dialing the voice message retrieving prefix.

Users can leave, retrieve, delete, and play voice messages. If a phone has a message indicator, the 
indicator turns on when a voice message is received. 

Voice mailbox services include Call Transfer to Voice Mailbox Unconditional (CTVMU), Call 
Transfer to Voice Mailbox on No Reply (CTVMNR), Call Transfer to Voice Mailbox on Busy 
(CTVMB), and Call Transfer to Voice Mailbox Offline (CTVMO).

 U1911 supports a maximum of 12 calls at a time being forwarded to voice mailboxes. U1960 or
U1981 supports a maximum of 30 calls at a time being forwarded to voice mailboxes.

 The unified gateway provides each user with a maximum of 50 voice messages, with each lasting
no more than 300 seconds.

5.7 Automatic Switchboard Service 
The automatic switchboard service is also called Interactive Voice Response (IVR) service. In
this service, if a user dials the number that is preset as an automatic switchboard number, the 
announcement asking the user to dial an extension number is played by default. Note that the 
announcement can be customized as required. The automatic switchboard service implements 
functions of playing announcements, collecting digits, and automatically forwarding calls. 

The automatic switchboard service provided by the unified gateway is described as follows: 

 A maximum of 256 automatic switchboards and a maximum of 245 customized scripts 
are supported.

 The U1981, U1960, and U1911 support recording of announcements; the
U1980, U1930, and U1910 do not support recording of announcements.

 The U1981, U1960, and U1911 support recording of a maximum of 246 
announcements, with one announcement for each automatic switchboard (one default 
automatic switchboard and 245 user-defined automatic switchboards). The maximum 
length of an announcement is 300 seconds, and the maximum size of announcements is 
64 MB.

 Users can dial an automatic switchboard number, plus an extension number, to directly 
make a call to the extension number. This function is not supported if the automatic 
switchboard uses the AT0 trunk.

 Voice prompts can be set by time segment; that is, different voice prompts are played in 
different time segments.

 When a called party hangs up the phone on an extension, the switchboard becomes 
available for the calling party.
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5.8 Console 

The unified gateway provides a built-in IP-phone console to work with IP phones for simple 
console services. A separate console system can connect to the unified gateway for more
console services. 

IP-Phone Console 

Figure 5-1 shows the IP-phone console networking of the unified gateway. 

Figure 5-1 IP-phone console networking 

When external users or enterprise users dial the console access code, they are placed in a 
queue, waiting for the system to put them through. The system automatically allocates idle
attendants to answer the calls. An attendant can transfer calls to other attendants, and 
authorized attendants can also interrupt or forcibly release other attendants’ calls.

External Console System 

The unified gateway can connect to a console server for handling registration requests from 
the console clients and providing more diversified console services. 

5.9 CDR 

The unified gateway generates Call Detail Records (CDRs) and saves the CDRs to the 
CDR pool. When the unified gateway connects to the CDR server, the applications can 
obtain and parse CDRs from the CDR server.

CDR Server 

The CDR server (installation is required) is used to store and process CDRs of multiple IP 
PBXs. 

Operations such as querying and collecting statistics of CDRs require the support of the BMU or a 
third-party billing system.  
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CDR Console Integration 

A CDR server provides a graphic man-machine interface for users to manage CDRs. 

 Querying CDRs
Users can use any of the following search criteria to query CDRs from a CDR server:
calling number, called number, IP address of the device for which CDRs are generated,
and CDR generation time.

 Deleting historical CDRs
Users can delete CDR files from a CDR server to free up disk space. Only CDRs that
were generated at least one month prior can be deleted to ensure data security.

 Viewing CDR pool information
Users can view the CDR pool status of an IP PBX according to the IP PBX IP address.

 Controlling CDR transfer
Users can enable the automatic CDR transfer function. When new CDRs are generated in
the CDR pool of an IP PBX, a CDR server automatically retrieves the CDRs if the
automatic call transfer function is enabled. The automatic CDR transfer function is
enabled by default.

5.10 Security 

The unified gateway provides enhanced security measures for users. 

Anti-attack Measures 

 The communication port matrix is delivered with the product documentation. Only
services and ports listed in the communication port matrix need to be enabled.
The communication port matrix contains the following port information: available ports,
transport layer protocols used by the ports, Network Elements (NEs) that use the ports to
communicate with peer NEs, application layer protocols used by the ports and
description of the services at the application layer, information about whether services at
the application layer can be disabled, authentication modes, and functions of the ports
(such as transmitting management traffic, control traffic, or data traffic).

 Different network ports carry management traffic and service traffic so that the
management traffic is transmitted in a different network segment from the service traffic.
This ensures system security. Note that the management traffic requires a fixed network
port, not a random one.

 The Secure Shell (SSH) protocol is used to authenticate user login.
 Media streams and TLS signaling in the voice services are encrypted to ensure voice data

security.

Password Security 

 The system prompts users to change login passwords upon their first login.
 The authentication modules of the web page and command-line interface use the brute-

force attack prevention mechanism, which temporarily locks an account and IP address
(for web only) after three failed login attempts.

 The HTTPS protocol is used to send user names and passwords to the server during web
page login.
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Web Security Measures 

 Verifies the user session ID and user rights for each request to access a page or servlet
that requires authorization.

 Executes the final authentication of users on the server.
 Verifies data generated by users on the server and encodes data using the Hyper Text

Markup Language (HTML) before transmitting the data to clients, which prevents
malicious code and cross-site scripting attacks.

 Uses web security scanning software to scan web servers and applications, which
prevents high-level vulnerabilities.
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6 Operation, Maintenance, and 
Management 

About This Chapter 

The unified gateway can be managed using the web management system and LMT tool. 
Operations such as conference management and service registration/deregistration can be 
performed using the web self-service system. Also, the unified gateway can be operated and 
maintained using commands. 

6.1  Web Management System 

The web management system is a built-in configuration and monitoring tool of the unified 
gateway. Users can access the system for configuration management and resource query. 

6.2  Web Self-Service System 

The unified gateway provides a web self-service system. Common users can access the 
system using a browser to perform operations such as managing conferences, registering or
deregistering services, and maintaining service passwords. 

6.3  LMT 

The Local Maintenance Terminal (LMT) is a management system for the unified gateway. It 
provides various functions such as alarm management, configuration management,
signaling collecting, upgrade, log collection, and offline operations. 

6.4  CLI Management Mode 

Users can use the Command Line Interface (CLI) to operate and maintain the unified 
gateway. 

6.1 Web Management System 

The web management system is a built-in configuration and monitoring tool of the unified 
gateway. Users can access the system for configuration management and resource query. 

Table 6-1 describes the functions provided by the web management system. 
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Table 6-1 Functions provided by the web management system 

Management 
Function 

Subfunction 

Configuration  
Management 

 Provides Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for data, service,
and network configurations.

Resource  Monitors board status.
Monitoring • Monitors CPU usage.

 Monitors E1/T1 status.
 Monitors DSP channel status.
 Monitors trunk status.

Internet Explorer 8.0/9.0/10.0/11.0 that supports ActiveX and Javascript is required for the web 
self-service system. In addition, the resolution must be 1,024 x 768 or higher, and the 
recommended resolution is 1,280 x 1,024.

6.2 Web Self-Service System 

The unified gateway provides a web self-service system. Common users can access the 
system using a browser to perform operations such as managing conferences, registering or 
deregistering services, and maintaining service passwords. 

Table 6-2 lists services provided by the web self-service system. 

Table 6-2 Services provided by the web self-service system 

Service Description 

Scheduling 
Conferences 

Users can schedule conferences as required and add participants. 

Viewing 
Conferences 

Users can view and join conferences. 

Initiating Instant 
Conferences 

Users can initiate instant conferences as required and add participants. 

Registering 
Services 

Users can register or deregister the ONLY, call forwarding, voice 
mailbox (for U1911, U1960, and U1981 only), abbreviated dialing and 
blacklist services. 

Maintaining 
Service 
Passwords 

Users can change their service passwords to ensure service security. 

 Provides a configuration wizard for board, user, and trunk 
configurations.
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Internet Explorer 8.0/9.0/10.0/11.0 that supports ActiveX and Javascript is required for the web 
self-service system. In addition, the resolution must be 1,024 x 768 or higher, and the 
recommended resolution is 1,280 x 1,024.

6.3 LMT 

The Local Maintenance Terminal (LMT) is a management system for the unified gateway. It 
provides various functions such as alarm management, configuration management, signaling 
collecting, upgrade, log collection, and offline operations. 

The LMT connects to the unified gateway using SSH/Telnet. A maximum of four unified 
gateways can be connected to the LMT. Table 6-3 describes the management functions 
provided by the LMT. 

Table 6-3 Management functions provided by the LMT 

Management 
Function 

Subfunction 

Alarm 
Management 

 Displays and queries historical alarms
 Queries alarms by parameters such as the alarm severity, alarm

type, alarm ID, time, and device IP address
 Collects statistics on alarm by level
 Acknowledges and clears alarms
 Synchronizes and filters alarms
 Exports alarms

Maintenance 
Management 

 Configures data and queries status through the command navigation
tree

 Manages patches and versions
 Provides a built-in TFTP/FTPS server
 Integrates with the MakeTone tool

Signaling 
Collecting 

 Collects and parses SIP broadband signaling
 Collects and parses PRA, SS7, R2 and QSIG narrowband signaling
 Reports the collected messages with a user phone number being the 

condition
 Manages collecting tasks
 Displays messages and signaling in real time
 Automatically saves messages and signaling
 Queries historical messages and signaling
 Deletes messages or signaling

Upgrade  Uploads unified gateway version files
 Backs up version files and patches

 Displays and queries real-time alarms

 Adds, deletes, modifies, and logs in to the unified gateway
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Management 
Function 

Subfunction 

 Upgrades the unified gateway and the data.bin file
 Rolls back the unified gateway
 Generates upgrade logs
 Displays the upgrade progress dynamically

Log Collection  Downloads operation logs
 Downloads run logs
 Queries and retrieves call logs and debug logs

Offline 
Operation 

 Parses alarm files, log files, and signaling files offline
 Upgrades data files offline

6.4 CLI Management Mode 

Users can use the Command Line Interface (CLI) to operate and maintain the unified

gateway. Figure 6-1 shows the network of the CLI management mode. 

Figure 6-1 Network 

Users can use the CLI in either of the following ways: 

 Connect a PC directly to the serial port of the main control board of unified gateway, use
the Super Terminal tool to set up a connection between the PC and the unified gateway,
and then configure or commission the system.

 Use SSH/Telnet to log in to the unified gateway through the network port from a PC, and
then configure or commission the system.

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Serial should be uppercase S
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7 Technical Specifications 

About This Chapter 

This topic provides the key technical specifications of the unified gateway. 

7.1 Physical Specifications 

7.2 Performance and Capacity 

7.3 Ports and Protocols 

7.4 Standard Compliance 

7.1 Physical Specifications 

Table 7-1 lists the dimensions, weight, power supply settings, power consumption, and 
operating environment of the unified gateway. 

Table 7-1 Physical specifications 

Item Indicator 

U1911 U1960 U1981 U1980 

Dimensions
(H x W x D) 

44 mm x 
442 mm x 
310 mm 

86.1 mm x 442 mm x 310 mm 264 mm x 
436 mm x 
420 mm 

Weight 8 kg (weight 
in full 
configuration)

10 kg (weight in full 
configuration) 

32 kg 

Maximum Power 
Consumption (in 
full configuration)

150W 220W 400W 

Input Voltage 
(AC power) 

100V to 240V AC 

Input Current (AC 3.5A 4.5A 6A 
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Item Indicator 

U1911 U1960 U1981 U1980 

power) 

Power Frequency 
(AC power) 

50 Hz/60 Hz 

Maximum Output 
Power (AC power) 

300W 500W 

Input Voltage 
(DC power) 

-38.4V to -60V DC; typical value:
-48V DC

-38V to
-75V DC; 
typical value:
-48V DC,
-60V DC

Input Current 
(DC power) 

9A 15A 

Maximum Output 
Power (DC power) 

350W 500W 

Feeder Voltage -38V

User Line Distance (the 
user line diameter is 0.4 
mm and the phone is not 
paralleled) 

5.0 km 

Storage Temperature -40°C to +70°C

Long-Term Operating 
Temperature 

0°C to 45°C 

Short-Term Operating 
Temperature 

-5°C to +55°C
NOTE 

Short-term running means that the device works nonstop for no more
than 48 hours, and the cumulated working time of the device in a year
does not exceed 15 days. 

Relative Humidity 5% to 95% (non-condensing) 

Ambient Particulate 
Concentration 

< 180 mg/m3 

7.2 Performance and Capacity 

Table 7-2 Performance and capacity 

Specification 
Item 

U1911 U1960 U1980 U1981 
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Specification 
Item 

U1911 U1960 U1980 U1981 

Maximum 
Number of Users 

100 1,000 10,000 20,000

Maximum Number 
of SIP Users 

100 1,000 10,000 20,000

Maximum Number 
of POTS Users 
Directly Connected 
to the Boards 

64 (2 ASI 
boards) 

192 (6 ASI 
boards) 

Not supported 160 (5 ASI 
boards) 

Maximum Number 
of Concurrent 
Online Sessions 

100 420 2,000 2,000

Maximum Number 
of FXO Ports 

24 (2 OSU 
boards) 

72 (6 OSU 
boards) 

Not supported 60 (5 OSU 
boards) 

Maximum Number 
of E1 Ports 

12 (3 MTU 
boards) 

28 (7 MTU 
boards) 

30 (4 DTU8 
boards+4 
MRS boards) 

24 (6 MTU 
boards) 

Maximum Number 
of T1 Ports 

12 (3 MTU 
boards) 

28 (7 MTU 
boards) 

20 (5 DTU4 
boards + 3 
MRS boards) 

24 (6 MTU 
boards) 

Maximum Number 
of BRI Ports 

8 (2 BTU 
boards) 

24 (6 BTU 
boards) 

Not supported 20 (5 BTU 
boards) 

Maximum Number 
of SIP Trunk Groups 

255 255 255 1,024

Maximum Number 
of Channels per 
SIP Trunk Group 

100 240 4,000 4,000

Maximum Number 
of Channels of all 
SIP Trunk Groups 

100 1,000 20,000 20,000

Maximum Number 
of Concurrent 
Participants 

60 360 960 2,000

Maximum Number 
of Conference Halls 

20 120 320 660 

Maximum Number 
of Participants per 
Conference Hall 
(the media resources 
occupied by a single 
conference site must 
be provided by the 

60 60 120 360 
(240 when 
iLBC 
encryption is 
enabled) 
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Specification 
Item 

U1911 U1960 U1980 U1981 

same media 
resource board.) 

Maximum Number 
of VMS Users 

100 1,000 Not supported 1,200

Maximum Number 
of Messages per User 

50 50 Not supported 50 

Maximum Duration 
(unit: second) of a 
Message 

300 300 Not supported 300 

Maximum Number 
of Concurrent 
Messages 

12 30 Not supported 30 

Voice Message 
Storage 

Built-in 
storage card 
(16 GB per 
card) 

Built-in 
storage card 
(16 GB per 
card) 

Not supported Built-in 
storage card 
(16 GB per 
card) 

Table 7-3 Media board codec specifications 

Codec Format MTU Board Specifications 
(Channels) 

MRS Board Specifications 
(Channels) 

G711A/U 128 225 

G729 100 160 

iLBC 90 150 

G.722, G722.1, and 
G722. 2

90 Not supported 

Opus  Each MTU board supports
80 channels of Opus codec.

 In the conference scenario,
each MTU board supports
200 participants.

NOTE 

From U1900 
V200R003C20SPC800, the 
U1911, U1960, and U1981 
support the Opus codec. 

Not supported 

T.38 60 90 

Encryption 
(all codecs) 

Same with specifications for 
each encoding in 
no-encryption scenarios 

90 for T.38, 150 for others 
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7.3 Ports and Protocols 

Ports 

The unified gateway series products provide FE ports, E1/T1 digital trunk ports, and 
debugging ports. The following table lists the external ports of the unified gateway series 
products. 

Table 7-4 External ports 

Port Boa
rd 

Nu
mb
er 
of 
Port
s 

Function Product 

U191
1 

U196
0 

U198
0 

U198
1 

GE 
Port 

SC
U 

4 Connects the unified gateway to 
a LAN and functions as an IP 
service port. The unified 
gateway can work in 
single-network-port, 
dual-network-port mode, or 
triple-network-port mode. 

Yes Yes - Yes 

SM
CU 

3 - - Yes - 

US
B 
Port 

SC
U 

1 Reserved for the service to 
extend interfaces when required 
(not used currently). 

Yes Yes - Yes 

E1/
T1 
Port 

MT
U 

2 Connects the unified gateway to 
digital trunks of an upper level 
office (for example, LE). (The
SC1-DTU-8 board supports only 
E1 ports.) 

Yes Yes - Yes 

SC1
-DT
U-4

4 - - Yes - 

SC1
-DT
U-8

8 - - Yes - 

BRI 
Port 

BT
U 

4 Connects to BRI trunks for 
interconnection with the peer 
office. 

Yes Yes - Yes 

FXS 
Port 

ASI 32 Connects to a maximum of 32 
analog phones. 

Yes Yes - Yes 

OS
U 

12 Connects to a maximum of 12 
analog phones. 

Yes Yes - Yes 

FX
O 

OS
U 

12 Connects to a maximum of 12 
analog trunks. 

Yes Yes - Yes 

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen columns to fit titles without breaking

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please do not break USB
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Port Boa
rd 

Nu
mb
er 
of 
Port
s 

Function Product 

U191
1 

U196
0 

U198
0 

U198
1 

Port 

Seri
al 
Port 

SC
U 

1 Configures and commissions the 
unified gateway. The debugging 
port is an RS-232 serial port 
(RJ45 jack). 

Yes Yes - Yes 

SM
CU 

1 - - Yes - 

Exte
rnal 
Audi
o 
Sour
ce 
Inpu
t 
Port 

SC
U 

1 3.5 millimeter audio input 
port for connecting external 
audio sources. It is used for 
playing Music on Hold 
(MoH).

Yes Yes - Yes 

Signaling and Protocols 

Figure 7-1 shows the distribution of main signaling and protocols. 

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen column so words don't break to new lines
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Figure 7-1 Distribution of signaling and protocols 

Table 7-5 lists the signaling and protocols supported by the unified gateway. 

Table 7-5 Signaling and protocols 

Signaling/Protoco
l 

Function 

SS7 Enables communication between the unified gateway and 
switches, supporting the SS7 signaling and enabling the unified 
gateway to access E1 trunks provided by the switches. 

PRA Enables communication between the unified gateway and the 
switches on the ISDN and enables the unified gateway to access 
E1/T1 trunks provided by the switches on the ISDN. 

BRI Enables communication between the unified gateway and the 
switches on the ISDN and enables the unified gateway to access 
BRI trunks provided by the switches on the ISDN. 
NOTE 

Only the U1911, U1960, and U1981 support BRI trunks. 

R2 Enables communication between the unified gateway and 
traditional switching devices and enables the unified gateway to 
access E1 trunks provided by the traditional switching devices. 

QSIG Enables communication between the unified gateway and switches,
supporting the QSIG signaling and enabling the unified

eWX603273
Sticky Note
Please widen column so Protocol dos not break to a new line

eWX603273
Sticky Note
SoftConsole should not be broken to a second line. Edit or translate Chinese.
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Signaling/Protoco
l 

Function 

gateway to access E1/T1 trunks provided by the switches. 

SIP Enables the interconnections between unified gateways and 
connects the unified gateway to IADs and SIP multimedia packet 
terminals. 

AT0 Connects the PSTN and switches. It is a DC loop analog trunk (also 
called narrowband trunk) and enables intra-office users to have 
voice communications with outer-office users through the obtained 
traditional phone lines, achieving easy narrowband access. 

Telnet Connects LMTs or remote operation and maintenance terminals to 
unified gateways. 

SSH2 Secures remote logins to an LMT or an operation and maintenance 
terminal through an unreliable network to the unified gateway for 
configuration and debugging. 

TFTP Loads programs and configuration data from the TFTP server. 

SNTP Allows unified gateways to provide the time synchronization 
service for the client (IP terminal and SoftConsole server). 

SNMP v3 Simple Network Management Protocol, used for unified gateway 
alarm reporting 

7.4 Standard Compliance 
Table 7-6 lists the standards with which the unified gateway complies.

Table 7-6 Standard compliance 

Protocol/
Technology

Standard 

PRA YDN 034-1997 ISDN User-Network Interface Specification, ITU-T 
G.962, ITU-T I.431, ITU-T Q.921, and ITU-T Q.931

QSIG ITU-T G.962, ITU-T I.431, ITU-T Q.921, ECMA-142, ECMA-143, 
ECMA-148, ECMA-157, ECMA-163, ECMA-164, ECMA-165, 
ECMA-173, ECMA-174, ECMA-185, ECMA-186, ECMA-241, 
and ECMA-242 

SIP RFC 3261-3263, RFC 3265, RFC 2976, RFC 3311, RFC 3420, RFC 3515, 
and RFC 3842 

SDP RFC 2327-1998, and RFC 3264 

T.30 ITU-T T.30 (07/2003) 

T.38 ITU-T T.38 
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Protocol/Te
chnology 

Standard 

Echo Cancel ITU-T G.165 and ITU-T G.168 

EMC U1911, U1960, and U1981: 
 EN 55022: 2006 + A1: 2007
 CISPR 22: 2006
 EN 55024: 1998 + A1: 2001 +

A2: 2003
 CISPR 24: 1997 + A1: 2001 +

A2: 2002
 ETSI EN 300 386 V1.4.1: 2008
 VCCI V-3: 2009
 ICES-003: 2004
 AS/NZS CISPR 22: 2006
 IEC 61000-6-2: 2005/ EN

61000-6-2: 2005
 IEC 61000-6-4: 2006/ EN

61000-6-4: 2007

U1980: 
 EN 55022: 1998 + A1: 2000 +

A2: 2003
 CISPR 22: 2003
 EN 55024: 1998 + A1: 2001 +

A2: 2003
 CISPR 24: 1997 + A1: 2001 +

A2: 2002
 ETSI EN 300 386 V1.3.3: 2005
 AS/NZS CISPR 22: 2006

Security U1911, U1960, and U1981: 
 IEC 60950
 UL 60950
 EN 60950
 AS/NZS 60950

U1980: 
 IEC 60950
 CAN/CSA C22.2

No.60950-1/UL 60950-1
 EN 60950
 AS/NZS 60950

DTMF  DTMF detection and reporting complies with ITU-T Q.23 and ITU-T
Q.24. The information reported includes the DTMF number, signal
strength, and signal duration.

 Supports DTMF transmission using RTP.
 Supports RFC 2833.

Voice QoS  In compliance with IEEE 802.1P/Q
 TOS: priorities 0–7, service types 0–4
 DSCP: priorities 0–63

RTP Media 
Stream 
Encryption 
(SRTP) 

Encryption algorithm: AES 128 

TCP/IP  Supports IPv4.
 U1981, U1960, and U1911 support IPv6 (IPSec not supported), but

do not support conversion between IPv4 and IPv6.




